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I Spent a Weekend Bingeing
Airbnb’s Virtual Experiences. Was it
Worth It?
While the rest of the country was binge-watching, David Pogue
went binge-experiencing, cramming seven virtual Airbnb courses
into a single weekend.

By David Pogue
May 4, 2020

Travel and travel planning are being disrupted by the worldwide spread of the
coronavirus. For the latest updates, read The New York Times’s Covid-19
coverage here.

In the Great Lockdown, two-way video has become our primary
social channel. Meetings, parties, concerts, music lessons, exercise
classes: Any interactions that can be adapted to a Zoom video call,
have been. Surely there’s nothing left to be Zoomified.
Actually, there is. Airbnb recently introduced what it calls Online
Experiences: Live interactive sessions, conducted over Zoom by
guides around the world, for small groups of “tourists” stuck at
home. Over the course of an hour or two, the hosts dive into a wide
range of artistic, cultural, musical, culinary and athletic topics:
“Dance Like a K-pop Star,” presented live by a guide in South
Korea; “Cooking with a Moroccan Family,” from Marrakesh;
“Tokyo Anime and Subcultures,” from Japan; “Day in the Life of a
Shark Scientist,” from South Africa.
The average price per person is about $10, but you might pay as
little as $2 (“Cultural Journey through London Chinatown”) or as
much as $73 (“Private Astrology Reading & Natal Chart,” from
Barcelona). At the moment, some 200 classes are available, but the
company adds another dozen or so every week, after vetting and
viewing a dress rehearsal of each. Catherine Powell, who leads the
Airbnb Experiences program, says that her team has received
thousands of proposals. (“We had one called, ‘My Experiences
Watching My Cat,’” she says. “That one was rejected.”)
Many of the guides once led these sessions in person, as part of
Airbnb’s Experiences program. (Visiting Alaska? Go salmon
fishing! Visiting Italy? Do a wine tasting!) When the company
suspended those risky in-person interactions in March, the guides,
suddenly unemployed, proposed adapting their classes to video.
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And so, last weekend, while the rest of the country was bingewatching, I went binge-experiencing. I crammed in seven Airbnb
courses, all in hopes of answering the question: How well can a
Zoom video chat replicate experiencing another place or culture?
And how is it any better than, say, watching a YouTube video on the
topic?

A weekend of experiences
I discovered the answer to that second question immediately.
These classes are not canned videos. They are live and two-way,
and you are with people. The classes are generally small enough
that you can chat, discuss and joke with both your instructor and
your fellow classmates. You hear their various accents, notice the
sun’s different position in their time zones, and get a sense of their
interior decoration tastes.
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The main event, though, is the hosts’ presentations, and they can
be mind-blowing. “Meet the Dogs of Chernobyl” ($52), for example,
is one of the few classes in which the host actually ventures away
from home. Lucas Hixson, a radiation specialist, arrived in Ukraine
in 2015 to discover more than 1,000 dogs, starving and unattended,
in the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone. They’re the descendants of pets
who were abandoned by their fleeing owners after the 1986 powerplant disaster.

Mr. Hixson took us on his daily rounds to visit and feed these dogs
near the creepily still, silent power plant. Apart from Mr. Hixson’s
driver/cameraman, we didn’t see another person.
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We did see the famous Unit 4 reactor, now covered by a massive
containment shell; the smoke from the local wildfires that have
been burning since April 4; and, of course, the dogs.
Some approached Mr. Hixson, wagging their tails, clearly delighted
by his visit. Others hovered warily at a distance, waiting to
approach the food until he left. “The dogs of Chernobyl have what I
would call a street-dog mentality,” Mr. Hixson told us. “They’re not
feral, but they’re also not still domesticated.”
This tour was like stepping into a documentary — one where you
can freely cut between two camera angles (one in the car, one in
Mr. Hixson’s hands) and pause the film whenever you have a
question for the director.
After that intense and moving journey, I was ready for Guided
Meditation with Sleepy Sheep ($8), hosted by Beccy Routledge
from her farmhouse in Loch Lomond, Scotland.
On paper, there’s not much to it: Ms. Routledge introduced us to
her chickens (we witnessed an egg-laying on camera) and to her
four “naughty sheep,” who lived up to the description by noisily
butting heads over a food bucket.
Her daughter Rivkah then guided us through a gentle, eyes-closed
meditation. “Start to notice all the sounds around you,” she
instructed us. “Listen for the sound the furthest away, and the
sound the closest to you.” It helped that her voice was backed by
twittering birds and rustling sheep. By the end, it was impossible
not to feel de-stressed; even one of the sheep had fallen asleep.
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“Follow a Plague Doctor Through Prague” ($11) was, as promised,
a walking tour of the Czech Republic’s capital city. It incorporated
stops at the important locations in the history of the pneumonic
and bubonic plagues that killed 200 million Europeans over the
years.
The twist, though, is that the entire tour was actually a beautifully
shot video. It depicted a “plague doctor” — a man wearing the
classic 1656 plague-medic outfit, including that weird, full-face beak
mask — leading us silently through the deserted streets of
Prague’s Old Town at night.

The beaked man, we learned, was our host, David Merten. During
our session, he narrated the video, pausing the playback to tell a
story or take a question. (I asked him about the beak. Doctors of
the time, he said, believed that the Black Death spread as a toxic
gas. Dried flowers, herbs and spices inside the beak were supposed
to offer protection.)
My teenage son joined me for “Secrets of Magic” ($20), taught by
Martin Rees from his home in central England. Mr. Rees holds a
handful of unlikely Guinness Book records, including “Most Magic
Tricks in a Wind Tunnel,” but his greatest achievement may be
nearly perfecting the long-distance magic class.
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He presented a live close-up magic show on camera — the
highlights were the flaming wallet, the lollipop-through-bill trick,
and memorizing-a-deck-in-10-seconds — and then began teaching
us magic. Few tricks are easy enough for absolute beginners but
still baffling to an audience, but Mr. Rees had found three great
ones, which he taught with enthusiasm, British humor and the
appropriate emphasis on presentation.

Expert one-on-ones
At one point during “The Art of Mime with a Parisian Master”
($17), I had to work to stay focused on plucking my invisible flower
and presenting it to my invisible lover. I’d become distracted by the
improbability of the situation: A one-time colleague of Marcel
Marceau was critiquing my mime performance from his studio in
Paris in real time. (His note was that when I proffered the flower, I
tended to stick my butt out.) It was Ivan Bacciocchi, co-director of
the International School of Dramatic Corporal Mime in Paris,
speaking French and translated by a fellow instructor.
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That kind of interaction with leaders in various fields — Olympic
gold medalists, Grammy nominees, wine experts — is another
hallmark of these experiences. Under what other circumstance
could you get a private lesson (my wife and I were the only
attendees that day) from a four-time, Emmy-nominated Foley
artist?
A Foley artist adds or re-creates everyday sound effects to movies
and TV shows, like footsteps, clothing rustles and door squeaks —
and the host of “Secrets of Hollywood Sound FX” ($39) has done a
lot of it. It was Adam DeCoster, whose work you’ve heard in
“Cheers,” “Lost,” “Orange Is the New Black” and more than 500
other shows.
We were completely unprepared for how much we’d laugh in this
class. Some of the humor comes from Mr. DeCoster himself, who’s
dry and self-deprecating. “I love that we get to have the word
‘artist’ in our title,” he said.
The rest comes from the sheer absurdity of the craft. How does Mr.
DeCoster make the footsteps-in-snow crunch in the “Fargo” TV
series? Next to the microphone, he squeezes “a pimp’s hat” filled
with cornstarch and Rice Krispies. How does he create the cockingrifle sounds in a SWAT-team scene? By rattling an ancient metal
aircraft part.
He also demonstrated his precious collection of flea-market shoes,
which he uses to record footsteps: a worn-out dress shoe “for the
President,” a white “female FBI agent shoe,” and, hilariously, a
ratty, completely flattened men’s loafer whose footfalls sound
exactly like classy high heels.
“If you’ve watched TV in the last 30 years, you’ve heard one of
these shoes,” he said.
But the hardest my wife and I laughed all weekend — indeed, all
lockdown — was during “Sangria and Secrets with Drag Queens”
($23), hosted from Portugal by the drag queen Teresa Al Dente.
The session is billed as “a cabaret-style digital cocktail class you’ll
never forget,” and wow, is that accurate.
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Ms. Al Dente and three companions appeared, in full costume and
makeup, on a glittering stage set. “I want everyone to stand up.
Come on, stand up — you’re in quarantine, people, you’re not dead,”
she said, peering into the camera at her 25 pupils. “I’m going to
give you 60 seconds to go to your closet, your wardrobe, your
bedroom, and come back just a little bit more fabulous. Pick out a
scarf, a hat, a wig, some lipstick. Off you go! Everyone!”

And sure enough: We each returned wearing something a little bit
more festive. What followed was Portuguese sangria “cooking
class,” punctuated, if you can believe it, by choreographed, lipsynced musical numbers, complete with lights, props and a smoke
machine.
By the end of the 90-minute class/show/therapy session, we had
laughed our stomachs sore. We raised our glasses of homemade
sangria and toasted each other across the oceans.

The future of online experiences
There were no duds among my online experiences, but that’s not to
say that they were flawless. We could have seen more of the sleepy
Scottish sheep if Ms. Routledge had held her phone sideways
instead of upright. Mr. DeCoster, the Foley artist, struggled with his
own lighting as the setting sun blasted his lens and turned him into
DeCoster the Friendly Ghost. And we’d have become better
magicians if Mr. Rees had allowed us to show him the tricks we’d
just learned and then suggested improvements.
On the other hand, these guides have been guiding for only a few
days; the polish will come. Meanwhile, the heart of their
experiences — personality, humor, expertise — is already strong.
So how close can a video chat come to taking you into a new place
or culture? As it turns out, very close. As page after page of fivestar reviews make clear, you really do meet new people in new
places; you genuinely do lose yourself in another world. This new
format is an ingenious, inexpensive way to carry you and your
family away during lockdown, and even — why not? — long after
the present plague passes.
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Follow New York Times Travel on Instagram, Twitter and
Facebook. And sign up for our weekly Travel Dispatch newsletter to
receive expert tips on traveling smarter and inspiration for your
next vacation.
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